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Slide 1
Simple Sheduling
� Today we are going to over two approahes to Sheduling.{ Cyli Exeutives{ Simple priority based shedules� As we get further in the ourse the sheduling theory will beomemore ompliated to aommodate more realisti models.

Slide 2 Task typesWe an divide tasks into two lasses:� Sporadi or aperiodi, that is tasks that arise beause of someexternal stimulus in the environment (maybe using interrupts).� Periodi Tasks whih have to be repeated regularly over and overagain.
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Slide 3
Release Times, Deadlines and Timing Constraints
� The Release time of a task is the instant of time at whih the jobbeomes available for exeution.� The deadline of a task is the instant of time by whih itsexeution is required to be ompleted.� The Response time of a task is the ompletion time (oftenmeasured relative to the release time) of the task.� Any onstraint, suh as deadlines et. , imposed on the timingbehaviour of a job is alled a Timing Constraints.

Slide 4
Task types ontinued
Both Sporadi and Periodi tasks have deadlines assoiated withthem.� Periodi tasks have a latest by when they have to exeuted eahperiod.� Sporadi given some external stimulus, there is a deadline bywhih the task must respond.
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Slide 5
Converting Sporadi to periodi tasks
� There is very simple method for onverting an aperiodi task to aperiodi task simply turn it into a periodi task.� Suh a sheme an have a large overhead whih we will analyselater.� For the moment we shall assume there are no sporadi tasks.

Slide 6
Tasks and Proesses
� We will implement our task with proesses.� These will be traditional OS type proesses.� For the moment we are going to ignore problems like ontextswithes.� We will also assume that we have omplete ontrol over whenproesses are exeuted. There will be no other proesses to takepriority or to take ontrol.
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Slide 7
Task AssumptionsFor the moment we shall assume a limited task model.� We have a �xed set of proesses.� All proesses are periodi with known periods.� The proesses are ompletely independent of eah other.� All system overheads, ontext swithing time et are ignored.� All proesses have a deadline equal to their period.� All proesses have a �xed worst-ase exeution time.� All deadlines will assumed to be hard.Later we will be able to relax some of these assumptions.

Slide 8
Stati and Dynami ShedulingThere are two ways to shedule a set of tasks:� Statially We ompute a shedule before exeution as part of thesystem spei�ation.� Dynamially We ompute a shedule on the y , that is as we goalong.Most of the researh has been on stati sheduling. Mainly beauseorret dynami sheduling is too hard.
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The Cyli Exeutive ApproahGiven a �xed set of purely periodi proesses it is possible to lay outa omplete shedule. The yli exeutive is essentially a table ofproedure alls to be exeuted at the right time.Proess Period Computation TimeA 25 10B 25 8C 50 5D 50 4E 100 2

Slide 10
Suppose we have an interrupt time whih happens every 25ms (theminor yle time), we an shedule the tasks as follows:begin loop:Wait;A; B; C;Wait;A; B; D; E;Wait;A; B; C;Wait;A; B; D;end loop;
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Slide 11
Pros and ConsThis proedure has some advantages and disadvantages.� There is no large run time system to manage, we just have asequene of proedure alls.� The proedures share a ommon address spae and an easilypass data between themselves. There is no need for semaphoresbeause onurrent aess is not possible.� All periods must a multiple of the minor yle time.

Slide 12
More drawbaksOther drawbaks inlude:� It is diÆult to inorporate sporadi proesses.� Long yle times means a long major yle time.� It is diÆult to onstrut the yli exeutive (more below).� any proess with a large omputation time will need split into a�xed number of smaller units (this might go against softwareengineering issues).
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How do I onstrut a yli Exeutive?
The atual programming of an exeutive is easy, but how do youatually ome up with the orret sequene of events?Construting exeutives given a set of tasks is known to be anNP-omplete problem.That is to the best of our knowledge the ost of omputing a shedulegrows exponentially with the number of tasks.

Slide 14
NP ompleteness and sheduling
0The best known algorithms for sheduling essentially searh for allthe possible shedule upto the maximum period until one is found.Typially heuristi shemes are used, some times �nd shedules(whih are orret) but will sometimes not be able to �nd a sheduleif there is one.A typial realisti system may ontain perhaps 40 minor yles and400 entries.
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Slide 15
Proess based ShedulingThere are two extremes:� preemptive tasks, these are tasks that be interrupted that ispreempted by another task.� non preemptive tasks, these are tasks whih an not interruptedbut to ompleted one they are started.There are various shemes in between, ritial setions, deferredpreemption ooperative dispathing, we will look at some of theselater.

Slide 16
Tasks StatesWe will assume that a task is in one of two states:� runnable;� suspended waiting for a timing event;When we onsider sporadi tasks there is another state:� suspended waiting for a non-timing event.
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Slide 17 Priority
We shall use the following model. We have a queue of tasks to beexeuted. At all times the highest priority runnable task is exeuted.Note that the passing of time an make a task runnable.

Slide 18
Rate monotoni priority assignment
What if we simply assign a (unique) priority based on the tasksperiod where the shorter the period the higher the priority?Consider the task set:Proess Computation Time Period PriorityA 20 100 HB 40 150 MC 100 300 L
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Slide 20
When does rate monotoni work?Consider the set of tasks:Period Time PriorityA 50 12 LB 40 10 MC 30 10 HThis set doesn't work. Draw a piture and �nd out.
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Utilisation
In 1973 Liu and Layland gave a utilisation test to see if a set of tasksan be sheduled by rate-monotoni.The utilisation of a set of tasks is de�ned to be:NXi=1 �CiTi �

Slide 22 Liu and Layland's theorem
There is theorem whih states that if:NXi=1 �CiTi � < N(21=N � 1)then the set of tasks an be sheduled by rate monotoni.
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Values of N and N(21=N � 1)

N Bound1 100.02 82.83 78.04 75.75 74.310 71.8Limit about 69%.

Slide 24
For example

Proess Time Period UtilisationA 20 100 0.2B 40 150 0.27C 100 350 0.28So the total utilisation is 0.75 whih is less than 0.78
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Does it work both ways?

Period Time utilisationA 50 12 0.24B 40 10 0.25C 30 10 0.33So the total utilisation is 0.82 whih is greater than 0.78 and the taskset an not be sheduled by rate-monotoni.

Slide 26
Completeness
Liu and Layland's test is not exat. If a task set passes the test itan be sheduled by rate monotoni. If it fails the test it might bepossible to shedule it. For example:Name T D C Priority UtilisationA 52 52 12 L 0.23B 40 40 10 M 0.25C 30 30 10 H 0.33Total utilisation = 0.81.
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Slide 28 The Next installment
� Develop an exat test.� Extend it to more ompliated situations.


